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Abstract. Fabry-Pdrot interfcromctcr observations of the thernLospheric O I (6300 ,-_) emission
have been cc, nducted from an airglow observatory at a dark field site in the southeastcrn Yukon Ter-
ritc, ry, Canada, for the period November lOg l to April 1993. The experiment, operated m an unat-
tended, remote fashion, has resulted in a substantial data set from which mean neutral ,.,,inds have
been dcterntined. Dependent upon geomagnetic activity, the nocturnal location of the site is either
cquator'o, ard of the auroral oval or within the oval boundaries. The data set is rich enough to permit
hourly binning of neutral winds basctt upon the Kp geomagnetic disturbance index as well as the
season. For cases of low geomagnetic activity the averaged, vector horizontal neutral wind exhibits
the characteristics of a rnidlatitude site displaying antisunward pressure-gradient-driven winds. As
the geomagnetic activity rises the late afternoon and evening winds slowly rotate sunward in an an-
ticlockwise direction, initially remaining near 100 m/s in speed but eventually increasing to 300
m/s for K/, > 5. For the higher le,,cls of activity the observed neutral wind flow pattern resembles
a higher-latitude polar cap pattern characterized by ion drag forcing of thermospheric neutral gases.
In addition, rotational Coriolis forcing on the dusk side enhances the ion drag forcing, resulting in
dusk winds which trace out the clockwise dusk cell plasma flow. On the dawn side the neutral
winds also rotate in an anticlockwise direction as the strength of geomagnetic disturbances in-
crease. Since the site is located at a transition latitude between the midlatitude and the polar cap.
the data set provides a sensitive test for general circulation models which attempt to parameterize
the contribution of magnetospheric processes. A comparison with the vector spherical harmonic
(VSH) model indicates several regions of poor correspondence for December solstice conditions but
reasonable agreement for the vernal equinox.
Introduction
The upper thermosphere is the region which separates the
interplanetary environment from the terrestrial domain and is
consequently affected from above by solar-driven processes.
Though relatively vacuous compared to the troposphere, the
thermosphere is dense enough to support its own climate and
weather patterns. The dynamical influence of solar heating
tends to drive a pressure gradient wind from the subsolar point
across the terminator towards the night side of the Earth. At
high latitudes, terrestrial magnetospheric processes are impor-
tant in determining the thermospheric wind flow primarily
through momentum transfer from raptdly moving plasma. In
addition, the inherent Coriolis forcing associated .with the ro-
tation of the Earth has an effect.
Long-term observational programs monitoring the neutral
dynamics in the upper thermosphere at auroral latitudes have
been performed directly via high-resolution optical methods or
indirectly via incoherent scatter radar reflections. Ground-
based optical experiments with a Fabry-Pdrot interferomcter
were performed at College, Alaska (invanant latitude A = 65)
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[Sica, 1984; Sica et al., 1986a] from which average netJtrai
winds for low (Ap <- II). moderate, and high (Ap >_ 39) geornaC
netic conditions were determined. A corresponding stud', b,,
Aruliah et al. [1991a] discussed average neutral wind'-, t_r d_t.
ferent K,,, conditions and low (F]0.7 < 100), moderate, and hhgh
(FI0 7 > 170) solar flux levels as observed at Kimna IA = _,_,
Seasonal effects on the magnitude of the upper thermo_.phcr_.
neutral winds have also been investigated at Kiruna [Aru,'t_:h ,_;
al., 1991b]. In this latter study the influence of low (f. ,j . •
II0) and high (FI0 7 > 110) solar flux levels during dtT!crcru
seasons were also studied. Mean meridional winds ha,,e bccrl
derived from European incoherent scatter (EISCATI iA - f,'_
radar data as a function of season during solar minimum _.,,,_.h
lions ]Tittwridge, 1991 ]. This set is the only stud3,' '_h_,.h I,r,,
rides summer season wind measurements. Neutral winds ha,.c
also been measured by a Michelson interferomcter ,u ':,,,
dankyl_i and Troms¢) (EISCAT radar sites) during short _,m_
paign runs between November 1988 and January 1991 pr,,_,l
ing similar conclusions as the Kiruna studies [Fauhot et ,_,'.
1993]. Finally, Crickmore [1994] has presented a stud_ ,It lhc
mean upper thermospheric winds at Halley (A = 62°S) as a It,,m
tion of season, high (ZKt, > 24) and low (EK;., < 1,5) gcom._:
netic activity, and high (Flu 7 > 190) and low (FI0 7 < I.-14 _ .,,
lar flux level.
Model descriptions of Ihc upper thermospheric rwulral
winds have appeared h)r both empirical and theoretical ,tu,hc,
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ttcdm _'r al i l9911 have collated a I:u,_'c mllul',ct _)I ',al,.'llm.'
borne ;llld _rourld-b'dscd (d_,.cr,,iilions Io _em'l;_Ic the cmpu_t:,l
h(u'iz()nlal wJml m(_dcl (IIWM_ desc'rH_ti{m _l _h)b:tl lhclu_i,
spheric d_nanlics. "l'hc()retical ',,ilntllallt+l/_ _,1 thu'_ mt>,phcr ,(
dynamics have been perlormed independcnlly b:l,,cd tlpcm t_,,,L,
conMantly m3proving models: the National ( tutti l{+t .\tnt_+
spheric Research (NCAR) therm(+spheric ,_,c++c+:_l _.lr,.tJlati,m
model (TGCM) IDickmson +'t al.. 19Sll ;iml Ihc I l/l_,_+i,.it ,,
College London (IICI.) TGCM [l",//cr R,,w,.//;+lJ+f R,<+. le)Slll
These models are typically dilficult to use. v. lnt. h ha, led h, the
development of the VStl parameterized _crsl_,n {,t the ',;(',\R
model IKllleen el a;., 1{)871.
We report in Ihis paper observations .,l Hpl,C_ thcrm_)
spheric horizontal neutral winds based _rl ,t nov. dctccll_m
techmque, a Fabry-Pdrot interferometer utill/lll_ .i "b_L[o" ((D
as the detector. The technique permitted in',lant_ul¢{_us ,,_c,._._ng
of muluple copies of an O I (6300 ,-_) em_,.,q-n hnc pr(,l_lc
thereby inherently increasing the signal-t(_ u_-,e _al]() (_cr
traditional single fringe measurements. ('on,,cqucntl.,,. c_cn
though the experiment operated for only t,,vo dark _b,,er,,'ing
seasons, a large amount of high-qualily data '.,.a'. cMlected
These data sets provide an element towards the high latitude
component of the coupling energetics and d_na[mc_; el atmo-
spheric regions (CEDAR)-sponsored coordinated anal,,sis {_t
the thermosphere (CAT) program [Ha_ane_d. 1091) There-
suits are comparable with the auroral zone obserxatitmal stud-
ies described above, though with the greater dcr>,irv ,_f data _n
the current study, it is now possible to ,qmLillancotlq,; com-
pare the thermospheric horizontal neutral ,._.ind aN a functi(m _t
hi)IN _,t, Lllld kl'ilS(_ll, lhC ]41rl;B_'! th_.llinlH;llll bCilQJ rtH;_ h liner
lh;lll c",CI prC'_II)tl'_]'_' k'(IIIli'1_,_l_ik'
i']xperiment
\_1 m_h_ _,hser_atoI_. q_o_n in Iqgure I. _as e_tabhshed
_n l{;_)l al a dark licld sile near Watson l.ake. Yukmt'['crritory
t l_tltmtc: (_()\. hmgitude: 129W)The instrument c,m_pte-
rm'nl _mltMcd a l:abry Pdr(,t mterteromelcr, a Michels(m mter-
Icr(_Ial{.'lc_, alld an all-,,k} lmager, the latter opcrate,.I by l itah
St;lie I liuversit,, In the present sludy, only data aCqLllretl by
Ihc I ahrv-I)C:r_t ]nterlerometer shall be discussed. This ttlslru-
I/ICIll _p,.'liltt't.J I_1 ;111 unmanned, remolely controlled nllldc dur-
in,J t_.,,_ daLk _hscr,,ing wa,,{)ns: (I) November 1991 h_ April
1{_<)2 m_d (2) November 1992 Io April 1993. The [:abr), Pdrot
(d',SCl'_all()n program concentrated solely ()n acquirine mea-
'-urcmcnts _)l the upper thermospheric O I (6300 ,'_) cm_ssmn
feature. Much el the construction of the Fabry-Pdmt intcrfer-
mnctcr experiment resembled that described by MerlweHfer ¢!
et/ 1198_1. but the detectinn ,;.,,'stem utilized a bare charge-cou-
pled device and a microprocessor-controlled data acquiqticm
".vqcm {Nicieiew._ki el al. 1994]. Operational parameters of
the Fabrv-Pdr(_t _nterferometer are listed in Table I.
[hc ('(7I) chosen for the detector was the Kodak KAFI400
ch_p v.,hich was supplied hermetically sealed in a thernmelec-
tricallv cooled liquid circulation unit. The system ran _n the
multlpmned phase (MPP) mode :,_hich reduced dark noise le',els
',ubqanti;fll>. In addition, the individual detection eh:ments
rpixelsl were ci_-added on chip to form 8-x-8-pixel-wide ",,uper
Filltlre I. Photograph el ILk' .ill L, Io,.,. ,,l_,,,..'_',.lhu'., .fl [tit' \_,':ll,.ou I.akc field ,,ilk' rhc t.1l',1'., I'clol lntellerolll-
CICL resides on an oplit.al bL'llth I*L'Iit',llh tlllt' o{ 1_0 II,lll'-p,llt'[l[ I_lt'\lt'l,ln\ dlqllt'x lhc ',_tc _,, hwalcd tin il
llloiiilt;nll lop dbotll IO lllllt '_, (I(, kt,l_ uc.l ,q u,:',tl
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Table I. Opcralional Par:unctcis hv the Fabry-P_Srol
Inlerferomcter at \_'alson I.akc Ailglo'_, ('_l',nel\al01v
Opllcs par:urmt,.." r
Etalon plates; reflectr,,ity at 63(_3 -\" t) I"+
Clear aperture 125 cm
Spacer gap tsolid annular quartz nng) t 0 cm
Typical working finesse for innermost ,:hannel 14
Interference filter
center wavelength 6300 2k
band pass g ,_
transmission 70%
Lens Diameter, cm Focal lxngth, cm
Objective 15 155
Collimating 5 60
Condensing 5 10
The lens combination given above implies nearl', Ihree complete free
spectral ranges at k6328 .-_ imaged onlo the detector The free spectral
range is 0.20 A at k6300 ]k. The detector is a Kodak KAF1400 with
1317 x 1035 pixels (pixel size is 68 x 68 taml: readout noise, 112 e-
RMS; clark noise, 0.003 e-/s at -42 °C
* Manufactured by 1C Optical Systems Lid
pixels" prior to image readout in a successful effort to reduce
readout noise. Using the lenses and fiker described in Table 1,
three O 1 (6300 A) profiles, or fringes, were simultaneously
imaged onto the detector. The integration period per sky image
varied between 10 and 180 s based solely upon the O I (6300
A) signal strength. The integration period was determined dy-
namically on site by the data acquisition controller based on
an initial 10-s exposure. The criterion employed was to choose
the shortest integration which would provide a wind error of
approximately 5 m/s but not to observe more than 180 s in
any direction. Instrumental drift of the Fabry-P_rot interferom-
eter was monitored by frequently observing a Ne calibration
lamp. Prior to the start of each of the two dark observing sea-
sons, an instrumental calibration was performed with a fre-
quency stabilized HeNe laser, Analysis of the drift measure-
ments and the instrumental calibrations indicated that the local
experimental environment remained stable during each season.
The routine patrol mode of operation of this experiment was
to observe both the horizontal and vertical thermospheric
wind by cycling through a series of five sky scans: a zenith-di-
rected measurement to define the vertical wind, north- and
south-directed measurements to define the meridional wind, and
east- and west-directed measurements to define the zonal wind.
The cardinal point scans were performed at a 45 ° elevation an-
gle.. Following each cycle, the raw images were reduced into
wavelength space using the technique described by Mulligan
[1986]. This provided fringe profiles from annular or ring-sum
bins. Geophysical parameters were extracted from the multiple
fringe profiles using a technique based on that of Killeen and
Hays [1984]. These parameters were then both stored in the
data logger as well as broadcast over a lelephone modem line
for instant viewing. Cloud cover information was obtained
from the Watson Lake airport meteorological service at I-hour
intervals and later used to remove poor-quality data.
Results
Guided in part by the CAT analys_s procedures, certain bin
sizes and conditions have been chosen Ior studying the mean
ncul1.11 I'lott/oilhll wind. TI.1 describe seasonal IlllltlcIICC,-. _10 [hc
noutlal 'Aillds. the "I)ecelllbel solsll(,..," seasotl ;_,as dcItllcct to
111chlde the 2 nlonths J)ecenlber alld J,ntuar'_ ."';Im/Ll[l'_, lho
"N]alch oqtulloX" sc_iSOll was det]ncd ,is data aCCllT'llllJatCd dtlrulg
March alld April. I.Jllfortun3leiy, no da[,l 'At're acquired dtlrlng
the atlhilllll;ll equinox period and sky condlliol_,_ _ete Io_
hrigill for any June solstice nleasuremenls. The Fabr\ Perot
data sots thus provided four seasons for detailed stttd'_ 1)ecem-
bet solstice. 1991; March equinox. 1992: December seizure,
1992: and March equinox. 1993. Since the solar c_cle _s much
longer than the observation windows, no furlher Iiltcr_ng
based upon the FI0 7 solar flux measurements _as performed,
Table 2 defines the solar flux values for the four season,, of
study. Since Watson Lake can be both a subauroral and an auro-
ral site, filtering based upon the geomagnetic disturbance in-
dex. KI,, ,.,,,as performed. As shall be demonstraled later, the ef-
tcot of geomagnetic activity upon the neutral winds ts qu_le m_
ticeable. Finally, a bin width of 1 hour was chosen for the data
stud,',', based partly upon the frequency of cloud co'.er mh,rma-
tion and partly on the need for desirable statisucs for the bin,,
Auroral Contamination
A potential source of error in describing the mean up,_cr
thermospheric winds is the contribution of auroral em_,s_,,t_ r,,
the measurement. This is a fault that is inherent to all ,zr,,t_: ,:
based optical diagnostic techniques which attempt to _,c:,,c
terrestrial airglow emission and is evidenced either thr<_,,,ch ._
particularly strong enhancement in the observed s_gnal <'_ _:_
nel or through unwanted contributions from contammalJr_c ,,_
roral-only channels, the latter summarized by Gattmk,,., ..:;
Vallance Jones [1974]. There have been several slu,;_..', :,
scribing an altitude change in the peak height of O I _ _ _,,, \
emission during aurora [Sica et al., 1986b; McC<_rma_ ,': .
1987a], indicating that a ground-based observation m,_, ,,,
ally be viewing emission weighted to a much hw, er ,_!_' :.
than during a "pure nightglow" case and subsequentl._ p,,,:r :
contaminant for the present statistical study. Cnn,,equet:,
simple technique was developed to exclude obvious aur,_r,_. '.,
from desired nightglow-only data.
The occurrence frequency of aurora have been ,tt_a,. : '
many years, and their geomagnetic time-latitude _ll_,tr +
for various levels of magnetic disturbance ha',e been . ,',
rized by Feldstein and Starker [1967]. Figure 2 it.;- ,
mathematical representation of the oval for dilierent ,c ..
the magnetic disturbance Q index (similar to the K _ndc, '
roral region stations) based on the formulae of H<U- .... .
Meng [19751, Given the invariant latitude of Wats,>ra I._,
65) and that local magnetic midnight occurs at 9 _s I l
clear that the site is a "midlatitude" station for Q It,el, ',
and perhaps 2. At greater disturbance levels the _tlc he, ._
the boundaries of the auroral oval.
Table 2. Mean Solar Flux Values for the Four Sca_,m ....
Study
Season Solar }qux
December solstice. 1991 21 _,
March equinox, 1992 16,1 7
December solstice. 1992 125 9
March equinox, 1993 12s ,_
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It is interesting to di_pla_ ihc mean homh bnmed 0 I
(6300 /_) signal levels filtered accoldm_ to the k'/, index l:m
this analysis and for related anahses in lhe rcnlaindcr of Itlis
report, measurements were sorted into bins I K,. uni_ wide, thai
is. 0 < Kp_< I, 1 < Kp< 2, etc., p_ima_il} because file auroral
oval moves equatorward over Watson l.akc rapidly as geomag-
netic activity increases. Figure 3 displays the average signal
levels with their corresponding st:mdard de_iatron values for
the December 1992 solstice period. There are several common
features evident in lhis series. The evening twilight decay of
the O I (6300 ,/k) signal reflects the approximately l-2-hour
time constant for the decay of the plasma densities in the F re-
gion since, in the absence of auroral precipitation, the excited
O(ID) state is primarily populated via dissociative recombina-
tion of 02 + and e-. As a corollary, the mormng twilight en-
hancement is a much more rapid event. A magnetic midnight
enhancement in signal level is evident for all levees of geo-
magnetic activity. For Kp index lexels greater than 2. a marked
asymmetry in signal level about magnetic midnight exists.
This latter behavior is likely resultant from the skewing of the
auroral oval to the postmagnetic midnight hours as displayed
in Figure 2. Finally, it is clear that the mean signal levels rise
in intensity as geomagnetic activity rises, though only by fac-
tors of about 5 rather than by orders of magnitude.
The behavior of the average signal level is similar for the
higher solar flux December 1991 solstice period. The primary
difference is that the signal level is greater in magnitude, as
would be expected, since the plasma density which drives the
dissociative recombination reaction is greater. An interesting
anomaly is that the signal levels for the magnetic midnight
periods for Kp > 3 actually are decreased with respect to pro-
and postmidnight periods. A less obvious behavior is evident
for the corresponding period in Figure 3. In both cases it is
possible that the equatorward edge of the oval has descended so
far south that Watson Lake is entering the polar cap. The aver-
age signal plots for the vernal equinox seasons are similar
though shorter in duration. The signal enhancement at mag-
netic midnight for low-Kp conditions is present, as well as the
asymmetry in signal levels about magnetic midnight. Signal
levels also increase as geomagnetic activity increases.
To estimate the contribution to the 6300-,_ signal from au-
roral contributions, an auroral ionization (GLOW) [Solomon,
1993] model was run. This model calculates ionization and ex-
citation rates, energetic electron production and transport, ex-
cited species densities, and airglow emission rates based upon
solar and geomagnetic input parameters. The neutral atmo-
sphere is modeled by the mass spectrometer/incoherent scatter
(MSIS) model and the ionosphere description is obtained from
the international reference ionosphere (IRI) model. To simu-
late the background O l (6300 ,_) airglow, a run was made for
December solstice, Ap = 5 (approximately Ko = 1.5) and is dis-
played in Figure 4a. Here, the general features witnessed in the
Watson Lake observations are present: the slow dusk intensity
decay, the rapid dawn brightening, the increase in signal
strength as solar flux increases, and the magnetic midnight
enhancement observed for the Iow-Kp cases. The midnight fea-
ture arises from an increase in the IRI-modeled F region plasma
density near the peak altitude of O I (63(_) ]_) emission. This
OcCtll'-; .It apprt_xinlalely the time thai the Itarang discommuily
passes oxcr Watson Lake. that is. the boundary between the
dusk and dawu plasma convection cells where the plasma Ilo_v
is primatily and strongly antisunward. Runs were then made for
variou5 simulated aurora: Figure 4b displays the resultant O I
(6300 .,k) emission for an aurora characterized with a mean en-
erg_ ol I keV and an energy flux of 1 erg cm -2 s-I. As expected.
the resultant emission is enhanced due to the auroral precipila-
tion. m this case by more than an order of magnitude during
dark night conditions.
Subsequently, Figure 5 displays the mean signal levels of
Figure 3 but in a histogram representation. Here, each hourly
bin of reported signal measurements have been additionally
binned according to the relative value: 0 to 5 units, 5 to 10
units, etc., and then displayed centered upon the hour of the
bin. The vertical scale has been normalized to the maximum
histogram depth. As the geomagnetic index increases, the
population of the bins slowly changes towards a bimodal dis-
tribulion with the largest proportion of contributors in the
first tw'o bins (0 to 5 and 5 to 10) and then an occasional minor
peak corresponding to the higher intensity levels. For the
purpose of excluding purported auroral O 1 (6300 /k) contribu-
tors to neutral wind bins, measurements corresponding to sig-
nal levels greater than 10, a conservative value suggestive of
the maximum airglow-dominated level, have been excluded
from the reported averages.
Neutral Wind Observations
The meridional winds for the December 1992 solstice period
are displayed in the series of plots in Figure 6. The convention
for positive winds chosen for the display is noah and east pos-
itive. The mean winds with associated one-sigma standard de-
viation vertical bars are displayed for each hour of available
measurement. For geomagnetic indices greater than 4, there
were insufficient data points during certain hourly bins; these
are consequently left blank. In addition, as the disturbance
level increases, the hour of peak equatorward wind shifts from
local midnight to predawn, though the magnitude does not in-
crease appreciably until the highest disturbance levels. The
behavior of the mean zonal winds is more complicated. As the
disturbance level increases, the zonal wind changes from a pre-
dominantly eastward wind to one with a more diurnal nature:
westward in the evening and eastward in the morning.
An alternate form for displaying the horizontal winds is to
construct a vector wind and display such on a polar dial coordi-
nate system. Figure 7 displays the neutral horizontal wind ns-
ing a geomagnetic latitude-magnetic local time format. In th_s
format the Sun is towards the top of the panels, magnetic m_d-
night occurring at 9.65 UT at Watson Lake's pos_t_m
(invariant latitude is 65°N). The central cross is the magneuc
pole with concentric circles surrounding it corresponding to
latitudes 80 °. 70 °. and 60 ° respectively as the radii increase
The wind magnitudes are normalized to the barbed arrow at the
bottom right. Each measurement is shown with the tail located
at 65°N and the barb pointing in the prevailing wind direction.
that is, the azimuth angle of the horizontal wind vector. As the
disturbance level increases, the wind direction changes sub-
Figure 2. Feldstein ovals for various levels of the Q magnetic disturbance index. The polar plots have been
constructed for geomagnetic latitudes 60 ° to 90 ° and as a function of magnetic local time. Watson Lake has an
invariant latitude of 65 °, and magnetic midnight occurs at 9.65 UT.
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Figure 3. Mean O I (6300 _) signal levels during the December t992 solstice period. One-sigma standard
deviation is also shown with each hourly mean. Binning was performed for unitarily increasing Kp indices.
18
stantially. Initially. the evening winds are dtrected tn an an-
tisunward direction roughly towards 0200 MLT As geomag-
netic activity increases, the winds slowly rotate _n a counter-
clockwise (,from above) direction until, at the highest level,
they are roughly tangential to the 65 ° latitude arc During the
morning hours, the wind vectors also rotate counter-clockwise
with their magnitude increasing substantially
Polar dial wind constructions for the March It)92 equinox
appear in Figure 8. The evening and premidnight wtnds also
follow a counter-clockwise rotation as the magnetic distur-
bance level increases and do so to a greater extent than during
corresponding hours of the December solstice. During the
morning hours, the rotation is also coupled with a substantial
increase in the magnitude of the horizontal wind.
The neutral winds during the December 1991 period are sim-
ilar to those shown in Figure 7, However, the general appear-
ance of the polar dial displayed winds in Figure 9 show that the
behavior is different by roughly I K/, index unit. Note that the
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Figure 4. GLOW model output of the O I (6300 /_) intensity for December solstice, A, = 5, for various solar
flux levels ranging from FIo 7 = 75 (heavy line) to FI0.7 = 250 in increments of 25 Fio 7 units. (a) Photochem-
istry only, no aurora; (b) with an aurora of mean energy I keV and energy flux of I erg cm-2 s-I.
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Figure 5. Signal level data of Figure 3 but displayed in a histogram form. Each hourly, bin of Figure 3 was
further subdivided based on the strength of the signal level: 0 to 5. 5 to 10, etc. The resulting distributions are
displayed normalized to the peak bin population for each Kp level and ordered about the hour o| the measure-
ment,
solar flux values for the two solstice periods correspond to a
solar maximum level for late 19ql and low to moderate lbr late
1992. Finally. the March 1993 horizontal willds shown ira
Figure 10 are very similar in appearance Io those acquired a
year earlier. The primary difference is that the ntagniludc ol
some of the wind vectors is dimiilishcd.
Neutral Wind Model
The vector spherical harmonic (VSH) model, mentioned ear-
lier, was used to assess the current theoretical understanding of
IIIC ht)ri/+ontal neutral winds at a subauroral/auroral s_te _n
comparison to Ihe observations, The version employed for the
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Figure 6. Neutral wind data for the December 1992 solstice period. (a) Meridional winds ordered with north
positive; (b) zonal winds ordered with east positive. Mean wind values are shown with plus or minus one-
sigma standard deviation vertical bars.
comparison smoothly summarizes the ou{put from 18 different
NCAR TGCM computer runs by a series of spectral coefficients
for a total of 13 different geophysical parameters as a function
of time, position, and disturbance and activity levels. The ba-
sis set of TGCM rugs were acquired using a global grid ordered
at 5°x5 ° in latitude and longitude, at 0.5 scale height in alti-
tude, and at 5 rain in time and were run until diurnally repro-
ducible results were apparent. Runs were made for both the June
and December solstices, as well as for a general equinox date.
Different runs were evaluated for geomagnetic disturbance
levels using A;, indices of 5, 11, and 32 (Kt, values o¢ r()cs_:tT,'_
1.5, 2.5. and 4.25) as well as for high (El0.7 = 2151 and I,,,.,.
(FI0 7 = 72) solar activity cases.
Figure II displays the VSH model neutral wind simulaI_,m
using the geomagnetic latitude-magnetic local time co(mhrL_c
system for December solstice conditions, Ft0 7 = 125. Jr,d ,,
range of At, indices. The solar flux value and the scz_s,,n dc
scribe the December 1992 solstice period. The range _>r _.
indices includes the three for which TGCM runs were perh,rr,wd
as well as an extrapolation to At,= O. Though the VStt ran, ,c
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Figure 6. (continued)
quuc geographic latitude-longitude inputs, the corresponding
geomagnetic latitudes chosen for the simulaliou were 55°N.
6_'N. and 75°N, all with a corresponding magnetic local mid-
mgh+ equal It) that at Watson Lake+ The modcl predicts that as
the get)lll;.lgl'letic disturbance level increases, the horizontal
;_.lltd '_cc[ors rotate in a cotlnler-clockwise I_shtoli ill [h¢.'. 1100111
I',) duxk /llld dusk It) midnight sc.,ctors. Flelwccu nlldnighl and
d,_n lhc v, ind primarily incrca.',e.', il_ maglulude a_, the tudex
k_cl tinct, with st)rile iw1tich_ckWlSt" rolallon ncilrCM to (}6(}(}
_ll I hn lowest lalil1.1dc_. "|'he dawn to noon _,cclol (iln ;irca
the anlisunward flow across the pole as activity increases.
along with a southward extension of the polar cap influence.
Figure 12 contains the results for the simulation corre-
spondtng to the March lq92 equinox period generated with a
>.ohtr flux Icvel ,.)t 7S The wil|d vectors are. in general, simi-
Jiln it) corre_,[_Olldillg veclors in I:igurc I I. Concentrating
Mdcly upon the 05" circle ol wind veclors, the pnmary differ-
cnc,.'_, hctwccn I:tgurcs I I am.I 12 occur in the postdusk periM
h)t the l,,)v,c:,.I .-I r level altd in Ihe poMttlidlllght hour.,, for the
IIigllCl dl:.,hllb;lltCC level,-, hi I)altlCtll:U. the hori/onlal wind
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Figure 11. Neutral wind sirnutati<m for conditions reproducing the December 1992 solstice shown in a ge-
omagnetic latitude-magnetic local time coordinate system• The coordinates for the simulated sites corre-
sponded to magnetic latitudes 55_N, 65°N, and 75°N, all with a local magnetic midnight similar to Watson
Lake's.
hanced in the equinox simulation. Finally, the behavior of the
neutral winds at 65°N for simulations corresponding to the De-
cember 1991 solstice (Fro7 -- 225) and the March 1993
equinox (FI0.7 = 125) are similar to those developed for the
December 1992 solstice and the March 1992 equinox, respec-
tively, and are not shown in this report. As expected, the ear-
lier solstice winds, simulated for a higher solar flux level, are
typically greater in magnitude, but roughly similar in direc-
tion. Similarly, the later March equinox period corresponds to
a lower solar flux level and consequently lower magnitude hor-
izontal neutral winds in the simulation. For December solstice
conditions, the greatest neutral horizontal winds simulated for
65°N occur postdusk at the highest geomagnetic disturbance
value (At, = 32), are greater than 300 m/s in magnitude, and are
directed sunward. For March equinox conditions, the pertod
following local magnetic midnight contains the greatest
winds, also of magnitude greater than 300 m/s but directed an-
tisunward.
Discussion
Watson Lake resides at a transitional boundary ol thermo
spheric flow patterns, and consequently, long-term ob_,er_a -
tions of mean thermodynamic characteristics are essenual _n
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Figure 12. Neutral wind simulation for conditions reproducing the March l')t)2 cqtmlt,x pcr_od sho_n in a
geomagnetic latitude-magnetic local time coordinate system.
refining current understanding of global c_rculatory climatic
models. The plasma density in the upper thermosphere is suffi-
cient to forcefully drive neutral flow patterns Lf solar and mag-
netospheric processes perturb and accelerate the plasma dritts.
The polar regions are open Io the greatest plasma perturba-
lions and through nlomentuun transfer belween collisions of
neutral species and ions. the polar regions are albo susceptible
to "u.eather modifications" in the neutral thcrmo_,phere.
The current study has shown that the neLitr:t[ v, lnds a[ 65_'N
nlaone|ic latitude are highly susceptible tt} lllothlication ;is tile
planetary geomagnetic disturbance level varies rhc K I, depen-
dence in the nleridional winds, shown m I:_gurc 6 _ndicalcs
thai lhc hour of peak eqtlatt)r_,vard wind th/llt_C,, bv 5 hllllrs
Iioln Kp = 1} to Kp = 5, The nlagnilllde chdllgc Ix IlOt ii5, dla-
Illali',:. x_ilh the pc;lk C.tluatotv,;ard wind i-Clllilllllllg JI till) tll/'N
bet,,,,cen KI, = [I and Kp = 2. tisitlg to 150 m/s from K# = 2 to Kp
= 4. and then peaking at 25t1 m/s between KI, = 4 and Kr, = 6
..\s the di:,turbance Ic',,cl rises. Ihc r,ostdusk poleward v, ind m-
creases in magnitude tr(ml 50 to 250 illJ5. The zonal wind be-
havior is much more colnplicalcd, changing from an appar-
ently dit, rnal ',arialion at tile Iov, c,q disturbance level, through
an t}scillatorv behavior a_l mlddp, ltirbance levels, back to :In
apparently ditllnal behaviol at the highest El, levels though m
antlphasc ',vi[h the [ov,,.,...:,,[ di:..[tllhance h.',,el. Consequently. _t
is Ilol Jppropriale It} ,.-hara,..tcTizc tilt- _.Villd components at this
site snmply by their llla_,lnltllll ',,ihlcs ;.is Illay be done for the
highest polar latitudin;ll StlLdics IXlt('ormac el al.. Itt87bl,
,,into _t _s clear thai the pc:lk /tul.II '_,tlld nlagllitude actually de-
,.roast', with ttlcrcaslng diqutb,mcc It',el before it increases at
the highcl KI, levels
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l'he VSII wind field pallets dt,phi,,cd tn l:tgtuc 11 htr l)c
c,+.'nlbcr solstice, a low solar It', illid.,ol,tt .l,.ttx i[\ Ic,.ch illus-
trates that two separate wind ['+atlctll `+, .it,.' I1H\cd al high ]all
tildes. A predominant antJsunward <Itw, ,.cell At Ct.lt+l_uorx++._lld tall-
tildes for the lowest disturbance h.-_cl, p, dr;'.en I+,_, the [+,res +
sure-gradient force dJrectecl from the v,,tln+ sun,,,,ard side to the
cok]er night side of the Earth. At tt_c highc,d laI_ludcs the v+ind
pattern consists of a two-cell slrtlcltltC ,.phl approximately
along the noon-midnight merMian .\. gcomagnetic activily
increases, the flow at 65°N changes I_om the pressure-gradient
form at AI, = 0 to the two-cell rio',+, :it J1,, = II. resernb[ing the
flow at 75°N for A,, = 0. At this hlghcl dlsiulbancc le,.el, the
flow at 75°N has changed significanli', Item that :it 4t, = 0.
This new flow at 75°N also resemblc, ihc tier, +it oS'N ,,+.hen ,.s+/,
is increased to its highest level, l',, sunlnl,lrl,'c, the domumnl
flow at 65°N simulated by the ¥Stl m,,dcl oh,irises character
lrom pressure-gradient dmen to t_m d_,_ dr_cn as ,4t, m-
creases from 0 to 32, though the Iormcr does not trulx disap-
pear at the higher activity level.
The degree of correspcmdence betv, cun the mcasuremcnts in
Figure 7 and the VSH simulation m Figure I I for 65'+N depends
on the time period examined. Bet,,,,een 1200 and 1800 MLT.
the observed wind direction for K/, = 0 is similar to the AI, = 0
simulation, but the observed tnagnitudes are significantly
greater. In fact. the observed winds do not begin to change di-
rection until the Kp level exceeds 3. unlike the simulated
change at At, = 5 (Kp - 1.5). At the highest /(l, levels the ob-
served winds do follow the simulation for .4p = 32 quite well.
Between lg00 and 0000 MLT there _s no correspondence be-
tween observed winds at Kp -- 0 and the simulated k,, = 0 winds
at 65°N. However. the VSH simulation for 55°N strongly re-
sembles the observed winds. The obser',ed winds for Kp levels
greater than 1 and less than 4 somewhat resemble the simulated
curl in the VSH winds for 65°N. Once again, the observed
winds for the highest disturbance levels correspond well with
the Ap = 32 simulation. For the period 0000 and 0600 MLT,
the correspondence between observations and simulations is
quite good. In particular, the observed decrease in the wind in-
tensity and the convergence at 0300 MLT for Kp = 0 is well
simulated in the Ap = 0 case. The observed counter-clockwise
rotation and enhancement in magnitude as Kp increases is well
matched by the VSH model runs. Apparently, the VSH simula-
tion is best during predawn but signilicantly underestimates
the inertia of the pressure-gradient force between dusk and
midnight unless one shifts the simuhltion latitude equatorward.
Regarding the March 1992 timc t+ramc, the -bservatiot+s m
Figure 8 cover about 4 to 5 hours less el the diurnal cycle than
those during the winter solstice. Ilov, c_cr, tt is st+It valuable
to compare with the VSH output el Figure 12 excluding the pe-
riod 0500 to 1600 MLT+ In fact. the conli,:utson belwccn ob
servation and simulation is quite la'+ordblc Io tile s_mulation.
The behavior in the observed wind>, bct'.,,ccn I SO0 and 0000
MLT for Kp = 0 is more similar to the \SII +us at AI, = (+1Ior
55°N in terms of magnitude, but closer m dlrcctum to the 65_N
run. As the Kp level increases, the obncr,.t.,d rotation in the
wind vectors is predicted quite well b;, the cqm_flcnl VSIt runs.
For the period 0000 to 0600 MLT, the ,.,.rod, h,r lhu, lowest dis-
turbance observation are not well matched t.,,, ,_t,, *_1 the VSlt
runs. bill as the Kp level increases, Ihe pied,Clod winds lor the
higher Ap levels match rcasonably ;'.ell _n ,hh't_tum and mag-
nitude.
The observations in Figure 9 correspom] to a high Icvcl of
solar aClivity. The corresponding VSII ftan ,n.t sh<',v,,n hcrc)
sIIOlD21'+ IC_.CIIll;It.'x that el I:igure I I except 1Ol an illklC.l,,c ii1
llla_llllHdt' III illOSl ".+',1lid vectors Itov, exer. H1OSI el Ihc ct_Ill
lllellt', ICIAIIIIg IO the COlllpill'lSOn of Decenlber 1_:'¢)2 xol,,tlcc
obst'lx.,tllOlln allltl Ihe \,_lt rtlns for Fi0 7 = 125 also app[}, hctc
In palllctllal, bclu.CCrl 12t}()and 1800 MLT. the obser_cd _mds
for K v -- l) ,.c still greater m rnagnitude than lhose stmuhucd
even though the directions are approximately correct. Ob,,er-
vattons as the KI, le'+el increases do not match the bS"N VSt{
circle lot higher At, levels until the highest Kp Ic,.els are
reached. The correspondence from 1800 to 0(Rgl MLT _s flinch
belier for the December 1991 solstice as is the agreement '._,_th
,.,.inds observed from 0000 to 0600 MLT. Finally. the obser,, a-
lions m I:igure It) match quite well with a VSH simulation for
/-10+ = 125 The only visible differences between the modelled
and the ob+.erved winds are that occasionally the modelled
v.mds ate too high in magnitude.
The subt]e differences for a constant geomagnetic dtsHlt-
baste It\el witnessed in the horizontal winds displayed _n
Figures 7 to 10 between different seasonal represenlations and
the same season bul ;.1 different solar flux level indicate that the
interplay between different forcing mechanisms is complex In
general, the observed trend that the horizontal winds at 65:N
evolve from a midlatitudinal to a polar cap flow as magneuc
disturbances increase is repeatable for both the equinoctial and
solstice seasons, but there are subtleties that cross the binning
strategy employed in this study. For example, for Kp = 3 to a,
the horizontal winds observed during the two December s_q-
stices are significantly different (solar flux levels are qmte cht-
ferent but the two March equinox winds are similar <solar t_u\
also different) and similar to the December 1991 solstice. lh_,
likely, indicates that binning strategies for reporting mc,m
winds need to be quite fine. Comparisons of the current data .ct
with previously published data sets confirm this point. A r.h,;k
et al. [1991a] binned neutral winds according to Kr, _nde\ ,rod
solar flux level, but ignored seasonal differences. ('un.c.
quentty, even though the general trend in wind evolut.,n a.
common to both data sets. fine details are not common: t_r ex
ample+ for K n = 0 to 1. Kiruna winds demonstrate ser\ h,_,
magnitude winds during dusk and magnetic midnight +,+<l'+
highest ampiilude near 0300 MLT for both solar mmmmm .me
maximum, while Watson Lake winds, during December ],a,a2
solstice, are slrongest at dusk and weakest post midmght +*r_d
during March L992 equinox weakest at dusk and stronscst p,,.I
midnight. Seasonal differences are described by Aruh,+h ,,_ L:
[1991b] but unlortunately at the expense of K], binmng
The neutral wind data set described by Sica +q,+l I t'+'_ ._t
was acquired during a mix of seasons and solar act,v,_ It,c!.
and is coarsely divided into three different geoph.vs_ca[ .(r,,,
ity cases. In general, the trends observed at College arc ,,_,:: ::
to those observed at Watson Lake. that is, an mctea',,r+ct'+
stronger wind as the disturbance level increases represent_n,_, _
polar cap flow pattern. However, with the coarse ('otiose b_r+
rang il is impossible to gauge the transition period _,hcv th,,
neutral winds convert from a midlatitudinal style flow to ,_ p,,
lar cap flow. Finally, the Watson Lake data set illustrate,, !P+,+t
it is difficult to characterize neutral winds at a transit,tmal .,re
with a harmonical relalmnship employing diurnal, sem..hur.
nal. and higher-order terms+ as was alluded to by' ba.h,,+ ,,, ./
[19931. The combination el middle-lalitude solar heat;he ,r:+l
high-lalilude nlomentum transfer elfeels on the neutral '+._r_d
llow should certainly be diurnally reproducible but ma,, _,,,t
easily be represented by tidal behavior except for Ihc t+_ehr.'+
disturbance levels. In addilion. Ihere is a strong as_mmct_,, bc
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tween dusk winds and dawn winds at higher disturbance levels
which results in a better developed vortex at dusk where the ro-
tational Coriolis force assists the ion-drag forcing rather than
opposing it at dawn [Fuller-Rowell et al., 19841.
Regarding the Fabry-P6rot interferometer scans acquired
while serendipitously observing aurora, the potential exists to
use the wind and temperature information to characterize mid-
dle thermospheric altitudes. The altitude of peak emission of
the O I (6300 A) airglow feature is generally believed to origi-
nate from an altitude near or above 240 kin, though the full
width at half maximum of the emission is about 50 km [Cogger
et al., 1980]. Auroral electron precipitation of mean energies
in the range I to 10 keV are preferentially stopped at middle
thermospheric levels and in the process increase the plasma
density which consequently supplies the dissociative recom-
bination reaction producing O I (6300 ,_) emission. The result,
as may be simulated by the GLOW routine, is a decrease in the
altitude of the peak volume emission rate for this feature. It is
characteristic for the lower altitudes to be cooler than the upper
thermosphere and if the neutral temperature associated with the
Fabry-P6rot measurement is accurate, then it is possible to
probe lower altitudes. Unfortunately, the Fabry-P6rot on its
own, cannot distinguish the mean energy of the precipitation
and, more seriously, may not easily discriminate against po-
tential contaminating molecular auroral emissions which may
also be recorded. The contaminant emission will act to either
enhance the recorded background level between observed
fringes, or actually mix with the airglow channel. Further
spectral simulation studies are required to address these prob-
lems if true auroral observations are desired.
Conclusions
Observations of the thermospheric neutral winds at a transi-
tional site near the auroral oval boundary were conducted for
four different seasons between November 1991 and April
1993. The neutral wind data sets were ordered based upon the
terrestrial geomagnetic disturbance level on an hourly basis.
1. For the lowest level of geomagnetic disturbance and the
lowest level of solar activity, the horizontal neutral wind flow
pattern is primarily controlled via solar heating in the form of
a pressure gradient force. This is most evident in the December
10_)2 solstice data set [FI0.7 = 125) for Kp = 0 to I.
2. For the higher levels ot geomagnetic disturbance, the
neutral wind flow pattern represents a polar cap flow driven
primarily by momentum transfer from a rapidly moving ion
flow. Dusk/dawn asymmetries arise from associated rotational
forcing (Coriolis acceleration) resulting in a neutral flow
which is highly tangential and anticlockwise in the dusk sec-
tor and less so in the dawn sector.
3. The VSH model formulation of the NCAR TGCM repre-
sents much of the horizontal neutral wind data correctly, Un-
fortunately, with the coarse 5°x5 ° latitude/longitude grid size,
the finer details regarding the transition between midlatitude
flow and polar cap flow are blended together. The correspon-
dence between the VSH representation and the Watson Lake
observations is best during cases of higher magnetic distur-
bance levels when the site resides within the auroral oval.
4. The O I (63(X} /_) airglow stgn:d level, in addition to be-
mg higher when the solar flux level is greater, also increases
as the geomagnetic disturbance level increases. This is also
sinttll_lleLI bY the GI.OW nlode[ ('ascs ol distinct ;ulrot;ll cruis-
e, loll may eventually provide a diagnostic tool 1or plohing the
IIIitldle IhcrnlcJsphcrlc Ic',els
The Fabry-P6rot interferometer experiment at Watson Lake
has shown the potential for remotely observing the () I (6300
_) airglow in an unattended, long-term fashion with current
state of-the-art hardware. A network ol environmentally stable
aeronomical observatories can provide a diagnostic tool for
monitoring upper atmosphere thermodynamics in the same
fashion as remote meteorological weather stations. The de-
ployment of such a network would provide a mechanism to ob-
serve the solar and magnetospheric _mpact of "space weather"
on the near-Earth environment and assist in the line tuning of
circulatory models which would aid in forecasting the same.
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